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was no bank failure here. Considerable labor unemployment
resulted from the curbing of building operations during the
panic, principally in city improvements. Work on the new
Seaboard shops was stopped for a while. New construction
plans were temporarily abandoned. But the storm soon blew
over and Jacksonville emerged without an important business
failure, perhaps as few cities of its size had done, due, it was
said, to some extent to the fact that the people had been made
calamity proof by the trying times of 1888 and 1901, and
knew how to keep their heads.

1908
Jacksonville recovered rapidly from the business depres-

sion of the preceding fall and general building operations and
improvements were soon under way again, showing plainly
that the progress here increasing year after year since the
fire of 1901, was substantial and legitimate.

The bridge over McGirts Creek to Ortega was built and
soon afterward an extension of the street car line made that
subdivision accessible. Street car lines in Springfield were
also extended and made possible the development of the west-
ern part of that suburb. In the summer work started on
Jacksonville's first ten-story building and this marked the
beginning of a five-year epoch in which all of the skyscrapers
forming the skyline of the city today were either completed
or commenced.

All in all it was the most prosperous year Jacksonville
had ever experienced up to that time, notwithstanding the
so-called panic of 1907. There were unusual events, plenty
of them, during the year, but they were of a nature properly
belonging to other chapters and are recorded there.

1909
February 24: Fire destroyed the Taylor block, south side

of Forsyth Street between Main and Laura. The building
was occupied by Jacksonville Electric Co.; offices, and lodge
rooms. Loss including contents about $75,000.

March 27-April 17: Spring meet (horse racing) at Mon-
crief race track.


